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 REPORTEDLY ―THE PRINT MEDIA‖ CAN SLASH COSTS IF IT SWITCHES TO OPEN 

SOURCE ―OPEN-SOURCE SOFTWARE FOR EACH DTP UNIT IN A STICK‖ 

                

By : M.S.Yatnatti Editor and Video Journalist Bengaluru : Looking for a ready-to-go desktop environment brimming with free and open source multimedia production and publishing tools? 

Try the Design Suite, a Fedora Spin created by designers, for designers. The Design Suite includes the favorite tools of the Fedora Design Team. These are the same programs fedora team  

used to create all the artwork that you see within the Fedora Project, from desktop backgrounds to CD sleeves, web page designs, application interfaces, flyers, posters and more. From 

document publication to vector and bitmap editing or 3D modeling to photo management, the Design Suite has an application for you and you can install thousands more from the Fedora 

universe of packages.GNU Image Manipulation Program (GIMP): GIMP is a cross-platform image editor available for GNU/Linux, OS X, Windows and more operating systems. It is free 

software, you can change its source code and distribute your changes. Whether you are a graphic designer, photographer, illustrator, or scientist, GIMP provides you with sophisticated tools 

to get your job done. You can further enhance your productivity with GIMP thanks to many customization options and 3rd party plugins. Inkscape: Whether you are an illustrator, designer, 

web designer or just someone who needs to create some vector imagery, Inkscape is for you!.Flexible drawing tools.Broad file format compatibility.Powerful text tool.Bezier and spiro 

curvesBlender: Blender is the free and open source 3D creation suite. It supports the entirety of the 3D pipeline—modeling, rigging, animation, simulation, rendering, compositing and motion 

tracking, video editing and 2D animation pipeline.Darktable : darktable is an open source photography workflow application and raw developer. A virtual lighttable and darkroom for 

photographers. It manages your digital negatives in a database, lets you view them through a zoomable lighttable and enables you to develop raw images and enhance them.Krita: Krita is a 

professional FREE and open source painting program. It is made by artists that want to see affordable art tools for everyone.concept art,texture and matte painters,illustrations and 

comics.Scribus :Welcome to Scribus, a page layout program for Linux, FreeBSD, PC-BSD, NetBSD, OpenBSD, Solaris, OpenIndiana, Debian GNU/Hurd, Mac OS X, OS/2 Warp 4, 

eComStation, Haiku and Windows. Since its humble beginning in the spring of 2001, Scribus has evolved into one of the premier Open Source desktop applications. Encouraged by 

professionals and beginners alike, the Scribus Team, with support from a large and growing number of enthusiastic contributors...SparkleShare: Easy file sharing based on git. Share, backup, 

and collaborate on design assets.Pitivi: A powerful multi-track non-linear video editor that includes editing, transcoding, effects and transitions. We believe in allowing everyone on the planet 

to express themselves through filmmaking, with tools that they can own and improve. You can do that by harnessing challenging ideas, pushing the latest open-source technologies forward, 

and collaborating with artists and developers all around the world.Pitivi is a Free video editor with a beautiful and intuitive user interface, a clean codebase and a fantastic community.colord 

is a system service that makes it easy to manage, install and generate color profiles to accurately color manage input and output devices. What colord does: Provides a D-Bus API for system 

frameworks to query, e.g. Get me the profiles for device $foo or Create a device and assign it profile $bar. Provides a persistent database backed store that is preserved across reboots. Provides 

the session for a way to set system settings, for instance setting the display profile for all users and all sessions. colord itself is a system activated daemon called colord. Being system activated 

means that it's only started when the user is using a text mode or graphical tool. GNOME Color Manager is the name of the graphical tools for colord to be used in the GNOME and KDE 

desktops. GNOME Color Manager and colord-kde act as a clients to colord.  

The case study: Reportedly the Print Media can slash costs if it switches to open source: The Malayalam Newspaper Janayugam has reportedly switched to GNU/LINUX with Scribus.  The 

team at Alpha For Technologies, whichhas enabled this change, and Rajaji Mathew Thomas, the editor of the newspaper, had an exclusive interaction with Sreejani Bhattacharyya of OSFY to 

discuss the various aspects of this switch.  They also talked about how open source software could reduce the costs of the players in the print media space.We think FOSS is the ultimate future.  

If the print Media switches to free and open source software (FOSS) their economic burden will fall considerably, ‗ says Mujeeb Rahman K, co-founder, Alpha Fork Technologies.  Rajaji 

Mathew, editor Janyugam, adds ‗ The move to open source software are did help us reduce the cost of Oss and software migration by almost one third from what it would have been for the 

proprietary alternative available in the market‘. Alpha Fork Technologies is an IT company built upon FOSS.  It provides services like Web development, software development, IT 

infrastructure management and technology consultation.  Ranjith siji and Mujeeb Rahman K are the co-founders of the company.  Other team members include Ambady Anand S and 

Kannan V.M. The Janayugam team earlier used Adobe pagemaker for all the pre-press processes.  But the team constantly received demands from its readers for better quality fonts and 

readability.  So the management looked for an up-to-date efficient software that would help them to do so. Thomas says, ‗We first thought of available proprietary software like Adobe in 

Design, but we found it unaffordable for a medium sized newspaper like ours. Such a shift in the software also requires upgradation of the system, including he OS.  We even thought of 

abandoning the modernisation project and continuing with pagemaker and ASCII encoding , before we began the migration to Scribus. The Switch to open source, though required some 

hardware changes.  Some printer and scanner models didn‘t have official support for Linux so the team had to put in some work to make them compatible.  Ranjith Siji adds, ―There was a 

Canon IR 2002 printer and scanner, with unofficial driver images, for which we could make the printer work but not the scanner.  The FOSS community was helpful by uploading their  

solutions to these issues and providing good documentation.  We hope that these hardware companies will now extend their support to Linux, as the market share of the latter is increasing‘. 

 

Scribus is free for everyone: Reportedly The team Janayugam says that using scribes has been beneficial financially.  To begin with, scribes is free for everyone, and there is no need to worry 

about expiring licences and monthly subscription fees.  Though the team  faced a few software bugs while implementing scribes for the newspaper, it had a whole community to reach out to 

for support.  On an average, the  community responded to every bug report within 24 hours.  Kannan V.M. software developer and programmer, Alpha Fork Technologies, says ‗We should 

remember that last major update of PageMaker was in 2001, also Adobe  stopped supporting Page Maker from 2011, and since it is not free software, no community can support it or provide 

updates.  Considering all these factors, the economic gains from the project are immense.‖ 

What is Scribus?:Is a desktop publishing software with support for professional typesetting and image setting.  It is equipped with CMYK support and ICC colour management, it has a built 

in PDF creator and can import multiple file formats the pagemaket, corel draw, IDML, etc,. It has Unicode support which as not possible with pagemaker, complex text layout (CTL) enabled 

by the HOST-Oman project (HOST – House of Open source technologies) gave indic language support to scribes.  It is because of the CTL support most Malayalam Unicode typesetting 

become possible with Scribus, says Ranjith Siji, Co-founder, Alpha Fork. 

 

Training for the Janayugam Team: Reportedly The Alpha Fork team trained the Janayugam employees and sothere was no need for any fresh recruitment.  Training was given over five days. 

With a short course on the new free software stack.  Scribus has more features compared to the old softwares. This helped to reduce the routine work done dring the past 1 years.  The two 

system administrators who were experiences with Microsoft tools received two weeks of training on systems administration in GNU Linux.Initially, it was believed that the migration to 

GNU/Linux from windows would be difficult.  But the entire staff adapted quickly and adjusted well to the new software.  The focus of the training was to make the staff members understand 

the advantages of FOSS and to familiarise them with the new environment and tools.  On the first day of the training programme, the staff was trained on how to use the kDE desktop to ease 

the workflow.  The team says that KDE was chosed to reduce the learning period.―We developed an ASCII to Unicode converter named ―Janayugam‖ edit in order to support migration from 

ASCII content made using PageMaker to Unicode, supporting Scribus.  It was inspired from the ―Payyans‖ script developed by SMC (Swathanthra Malayalam Computing).  We provided 

training on how to use it along with teaching the users the difference between ASCII and Unicode‖ adds Ambady Anand.S, full-stack Web developer and programmer at Alpa Fork 

Technologies. 

 

Traditional Malayalam scrip in a production environment: Reportedly On the second day of the training programme, the team was introduced to image editing tools in GNU/Linux.  This 

included a small hands on session on how to use GIP and Inkscape.  From the third day, the main session started with training on basic typesetting in Scribus. Ashol Kumar.P.K., a 

professional in typesetter training says ‗ providing training on how to use DTP software within three days, in order to be able to design a newspaper that as 14 bereaus and production centres 

spread across the state, was supposed to be an unmanageable task, but due to  the employees were very cooperative and enthusiastic to learn the new package.  Most of them had more than a 

decade of experience in DTP and that made things easier.‖According to Hussain K.H library and information scientist, the importance of this project lies in it being the first instance of the 

traditional Malayalam Script being used fully in newspaper production.  In the process, the  team totally discarded the  ‗reformed script‘ that had been in use since 1970, which reduced the 

rich character set of traditional Malayalam.The project adapted to the philosophy of the ―Rachana Movement‘ that became popular in 1999, to propagate the non-truncated script of 

Malayalam.  Three fonts were developed for news headings, and the staff was given training in this character set from the beginning.  The team had some issued like the text scaling feature in 

Scribus during implementation.  But quick responses from the community members like Ale Rimoldi helped to solve the issues in a very short time.  

 

Migrating from ASCII to Unicode was a Challenge: Reportedly There were some other Challenges as well.  The first issue was the migration from ASCII to Unicode.  Even tough Malayalam 

Unicode was embedded in MS windows since 2004, most newspaper reports are still typed and mailed in ASCII format to the editor‘s desk.  The Alphe Fork Technologies team had to develop 

software to convert those files to Unicode.  It also had to provide support for Pagemaker files.  SOfware libraries to support pagemaker files were available from the Document Liberation 

Project, but these didn‘t hae proper support for Malayalam.  So the team modified the code to support Malayalam.The biggest issue the team faced was that GIMP did not have CMYK 

support.  There were some issues with Scribus too, but timely intervention from the community helped to solve the matter.  ‗We had issues related to deprecated software at the printing press 

too, where they were using Windows XP that does not have proper support for Unicode fonts.  We had to outline embedded fonts to solve this issues, ‗ Says Mujeeb Rajman.K.Hardware 

issues;With regard to hardware, the biggest issue was with peripheral devices. Printers and scanners that were bought without considering if they had support for Linux were the problem.  
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Reportedly the team had to use unofficial drivers to make them work at least partially.  In spite of all this, the transition was smooth and the current workflow is better than the conventional 

one, according to the Janayugam Team.FOSS: A game changer for the print media.The print media is facing a financial crunch globally, and the move to open source as implemented by 

Janayugam, can be a game change,  Due to the emergence of online media and its wide reach, print advertisement revenues have dropped and many newspapers have been forced to shut shop. 

The cost of the raw material  necessary for the production of newspapers is on the rise, and so switching to FOSS can be very beneficial.Thomas says, ‗This move did help us reduce the cost of 

the OS and software migration by almost one-third what it would have cost for the proprietary alternative.  That the basic DTP software comes free is the most attractive option.  You need 

not pay any subscription or licence fee for the OS or Software and not even for the periodical upgradation‖.Currently, Adobe rules the printing industry and its subscription fee is hiked every 

year.  However, for a more successful switch to FOSS, a few improvements are needed. Reportedly thomas adds that support for CYMK in GIMP is very important for printing.  Also 

reportedly Scribus does not have multi-thread support, which makes the system hang when dealing with a large number of page documents. If these limitations are fixed, it can become high-

end professional DTP software and become a strong contender for proprietary software from Adobe. 

                        

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ADVERTORIALS AND CONSULTANCY HELP LINE 
 

You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities BBMP, Taluka office, D.C. Office, Corporation, 

K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for months, and years 

in Government files etc. 

Everybody is facing Problems, Problems? 

 

Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince ourselves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our news paper property politics and try to help you. 

We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems with Xerox copies. 

 

M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist Consultant  Mobile: 9945116476  E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com    propertypolitics@gmail.com 

READY INSTALLED ―SOAS‖ ON PEN DRIVE. SUGAR ON A STICK IS A FEDORA-BASED OPERATING SYSTEM, 

 

30 MILLION STUDENTS PRE-SCHOOL TO 10 STANDARD USE WORLDWIDE  

GET READY TO OPERATE AND READY INSTALLED ―SOAS‖ ON PEN DRIVE ―SUGAR ON A STICK-PORTABLE OS FROM ―KPN UNLIMITED TECHNOLOGIES‖.FOR DETAILS CONTACT: 

WHATS UP M S YATNATTI AT: 9342063661 or ―SWARNA‖ AT: 9945051395 E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com     
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